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----- Original Message ----From: Mrs Snowdon
To: Ruggles & Stopitall Ltd
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 12:56 PM

Hi Karen
I just wanted to let you know how I got on with Mich - I ordered the ruggle-it pack with the probiotics
to help with lumpy skin and bad itching.
I've spent a fortune with the vets, and have seen no response to any of the treatment [applications] they
gave him - antibiotics and steriods[drugs], so I thought I'd give the ruggles treatment [products] a go
before I went down the blood test and skin scrape route.
I started the treatment last Saturday, shampooing all over, dabbing with neat oil then spraying with the
dilute oil, dabbed and sprayed on Sunday, and on Monday the majority of the lumps had gone!!
I can quite honestly say it's been like magic - the lumps have been there since September last year,
going down a little but never disappearing, and he's always been extremely itchy! The itching has
stopped, he had a shiny coat, but when I brushed him he was very scurfy - that has now gone, and his
coat looks like velvet! He's taking the probiotic in his feed too with no problem as well.
I've continued the treatment every day, bathed again this Saturday and am continuing to spray and dab
most days.
Thank you so much, I just can't believe how effective your products have been.
Bonny

Many thanks to Mrs Snowdon for taking the time to write this feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have
peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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